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Sunday Nov 15: Under the radar communications become clear as the Moon sextiles Neptune.
You could run into conflicting desires with the Moon square Venus. Back off a little.
Suppressed feelings can be transformed into compulsive desires this evening. Putting force into
play will work, just be willing to take the heat. 'Round midnight the atmosphere gets bitchy
with the Moon square Uranus.
Monday Nov 16: Early am is feel good time as the Moon trines Jupiter. The Moon sextiles
Mercury and the Sun at noon. Things should go smoothly. The Moon goes into Aquarius at
11:26 pm. Two days of being all things humanitarian. Cool sincerity in is the air and it's a
good time for win-win solutions.
Tuesday Nov 17: Your get a power boost until noon with the Moon trine Mars. Mercury
conjunct Sun today could generate an idea fest! The Moon Sextile Saturn will keep things on
an even keel. The Moon trines Venus, peaking at 6 pm! Ask, and you shall receive.
Wednesday Nov 18: Today is a good day for a small adventure, but don't get crazy. The
Moon sextiles Uranus this morning. The First Quarter Moon is time to face uncertainty and
adjust plans if needed.
Thursday Nov 19: The Moon goes into Pisces at 4:22 am. Two day of feeling indecisive.
Don't expect any hard commitment at this time. The Moon squares Saturn. It's best to avoid
any negativity. The Moon conjunct Neptune could make you spacy, and send you spiritual
messages.
Friday Nov 20: The Moon sextiles Pluto for some high energy focus this morning. The Moon
is opposite Jupiter. Rip tides of emotion swing and sway today, so try not to get carried away in
the undertow. Venus is square Pluto so try to avoid forcing issues today.

Saturday Nov 21: The Moon trines the Sun: Today's accomplishments have a confident feel
where what you do matches what you feel and results down the line will be very positive. The
Moon goes into Aries at 7:13 am. Events pick up pace for the next couple of days. The early
bird definitely gets the worm, so if you're in competition, get your bid in first. The challenge is
to be quick, yet avoid being premature. The Moon trine Mercury will have your idea factory
working well so take advantage. The Moon opposite Mars is a potential accident transit
(peaking at 4:15 pm) mostly due to making hasty choices. Please take care. The Moon trine
Saturn will help you stabilize.
NOTES: All times are Pacific Time.
Longer Term: Mercury is in Libra to the 21st, cranking up the desire (and price) of the newest
bright and shiny. Mars is in Libra from the 12th to next year. When you come to the fork, take
both roads. There is a tendency to play both ends against the middle.
P.S: Please forward this to anyone who might be interested. Invite them to visit us at
www.AstroRobin.com
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